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ABSTRACT

Translator often faces the difficulties in translating the cultural words, as they might not exist in other culture, such as realia. Realias are words and combination of words denoting objects and concepts which are the part of way of life, culture, social and historical development of one nation and alien to another. This is the challenge on how translator translates the source language (SL) to the target language (TL) without omitting and adding nothing but still able to reproduce the full sense of original ideas.

This research aimed to discover the socio-cultural realia in Crazy Rich Asians novel by Kevin Kwan, the translation strategies used and the purposes using that translation strategy used by Cindy Kristanto to translate socio-cultural realia into Bahasa Indonesia is the purpose of this study.

Qualitative research method is applied in this research. The instrument of this study is a novel by Kevin Kwan entitled Crazy Rich Asians as the source text (ST) and then translated into Bahasa Indonesia by Cindy Kristanto as the target text (TT) which there so many social and cultural words mentioned. In obtaining the data, document analysis is used by the researcher.

This research has found that there are 246 socio-cultural realia in this novel. There are three categories of socio-cultural realia found; social organizations, social condition and culture and habits. Also, there are seven translation strategies in translating the socio-cultural realia. The most used translation strategy is maintenance which shows that the translator (Cindy Kristanto) wants to keep the sense of original ideas in its original words.
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